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At Anthemis, we believe a better and
fairer financial system starts with a
commitment to diversity, inclusion
and belonging. Anthemis' Ecosystem
Survey is one of a few key initiatives
we initiated to set a benchmark for
where we are today on diversity,
inclusion & belonging and where to
go next. We hope you join us in
taking a candid look at where your
organization stands on this issue and
consider the steps you can take to
build a stronger, more inclusive
financial services industry.
– Vladimira Briestenska
Anthemis Diversity, Inclusion & Belonging Lead

About
the Survey

Anthemis is at the center of an ecosystem dedicated to reinventing financial
services for a new paradigm. We are a
team of investors, advisors and problem-solvers who are passionate about
building our industry’s digital future and
connecting people who are participating
in this shift.

The report that follows is an overview of
how your industry peers are prioritizing
their approaches to innovation, diversity
and inclusion. These results are far from
static. We recognize that all ecosystems
are dynamic, and we plan to follow up
with regular surveys that track progress
against these initial findings.

Core to Anthemis is the belief that
people, and the connections between
them, will reshape financial services
for the Information Age. We continue to
be inspired by the people who make up
our Anthemis Ecosystem — a group of
startups, financial institutions, founders,
technologists, academics, regulators
and policy makers whose ideas, expertise and partnership create exponential
value for all of us involved.

We hope you find this valuable and look
forward to continuing the conversation.
As always, you are more than welcome
to get in touch with us to share your
reflections, ideas and suggestions for
future survey topics.
We truly appreciate your time, engagement and presence in our ecosystem.
- The Anthemis Team

In the spirit of openness and collaboration, we recently asked you, the people
who comprise the Anthemis Ecosystem,
to share your input on several topics
that are crucial to the work we are doing
together. We are pleased to introduce
the results of this survey — a baseline
look at innovation trends with a focus on
diversity and inclusion.
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Summary

A Closer Look at the
Anthemis Ecosystem

This is the first time we’ve quantified the makeup
of the Anthemis Ecosystem, and the results serve
as an initial measure to reference in the months
and years to come. Based on the self-identification
of respondents, we know the majority represent
startups and financial services corporations, with
a fairly even split between the two. Other voices
include investors, policymakers and academics.

48+35+712z
Organization
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● 49% startup
● 35% financial
services corporation
● 7% investors
● 1% academia
● 2% government / policy
● 7% other
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34+25+11154z
79+9+31.512z
19+37+3095z 85+12+12z
60+31+431z
Respondents are overwhelmingly senior within
their organizations: 85% are directors and above,
35% are C-level executives and 34% are founders.
Most identify as white (85%), male (85%) and 35 or
older (81%). The majority of our respondents are
from Europe (60%), but North America is also well
represented (31%).

Role/position

Race

● 19% 25 to 34 year-olds

● 38% 35 to 44 year-olds

Age

● 30% 45 to 54 year-olds

Gender

● 9% 55 to 64 year-olds
● 5% 65 and older

● 60% Europe and Central Asia
● 31% North America

Location
Location

● 4% East Asia and Pacific
● 3% Sub-saharan Africa
● 1% South Asia
● 1% other
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● 34% founder
● 25% C-level executive
● 11% vice president
● 15% director / senior director
● 11% manager
● 4% other

● 85% white
● 11% Asian
● 3% Latino / Hispanic
● 2% black
● 2% mixed
● 1% Arab
● 1% Native American
● 1% other
● 3% prefer not to say

● 85% male
● 12% female
● 1% other
● 2% prefer not to say

The Takeaway:
Even within our ecosystem — made up
of the most forward-thinking individuals from innovative financial services
organizations — most survey respondents represent a traditional paradigm
of leaders and influencers associated
with the industry: white men, age 35 and
over, from Europe and North America.
Participation in the Anthemis Ecosystem, and particularly in this survey, suggests active engagement in reinventing
financial services. Change is on the
horizon, but it will only be possible when
we invite new players to the table.

There seems to be ‘self selection’ or some other factor among
candidates resulting in a more homogenous talent pool. We actively
try to hire for diversity (without
creating a reverse bias!) and still
find that the people we come
across in technology are typically
straight, white, males (age, race
and nationality do vary).
— Ecosystem Survey respondent
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People Are at the Heart
of Financial Services
Transformation
The future of financial services
requires a commitment to cultivating
talent, fostering long-term thinking
and connecting people.
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Ecosystem survey respondents recognize
the need to employ more diverse workforces, build inclusive cultures, and equip people with the skills, cognitive frameworks
and resources that contribute to innovative
businesses. Talent is key to unlocking innovation within financial services, and the
survey responses indicate that hiring —
particularly tech talent — is a top innovation priority in 2018. Change is beginning
with people, but we still have work to do.
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Priorities for innovation:
technology in-house
Hiring more developers, engineers
or others with tech experience
Raising funding

Implementing new systems and
policies to streamline innovation
Hiring more diverse employees
in terms of cognitive diversity
Investing in employee
development / training
Hiring new leadership from
outside your company
Hiring more diverse employees
in terms of demographic diversity

5438+ 72 4328+ 58 3916+ 54 3848+ 32 2732+ 26 2334+ 14 1716+ 14 1713+

Building proprietary

54%
38%
72%
43%
28%
58%
39%
16%
54%
38%
48%
32%
27%
31%
26%
23%
34%
14%
17%
16%
14%
17%
13%
17%

Median
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It’s worth noting respondents
prioritize hiring for cognitive
diversity over demographic diversity,
particularly considering the relative
homogeneity of financial services
and this group of survey respondents. We encourage organizations
to reflect on how they are hiring, developing and retaining people from
diverse backgrounds and life experiences as well as people who process
information in different ways. We’ve
seen that this combination is essential to an organization’s ability to
perform, challenge the status quo
and reach new audiences.

Corporations

Startups
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Barriers to innovation:
to talent
Access to
capital / resources
Leadership’s ability
to implement / prioritize
Migration from
legacy systems
Outdated business
processes
Lack of formal
systems and processes
Regulatory hurdles

3823+ 53 3713+ 54 3046+ 15 2643+ 14 1934+ 6 1716+ 1718+ 19

Access

38%
23%
53%
37%
13%
54%
30%
46%
15%

— Ecosystem Survey respondent

26%
43%
14%
19%
34%
6%
17%
16%
17%
17%
18%
19%

Median
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If you are able to attract and retain strong talent, they will attract more great talent. If you
are able to provide an environment that great
talent is nurtured, developed and grown, it
will continue to not only thrive; but continue
to attract great talent.

Corporations

Startups
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Diversity and inclusion is
important or very important for:
Hiring
top talent
Building
innovative products
Influencing
public perception
Generating
revenue

8289+ 76 8082+ 76 7169+ 65 6267+ 56

Respondents almost universally
acknowledge the value of developing and maintaining a more diverse
workforce and inclusive culture.
Fewer than half of respondents,
however, say their organizations
are putting money toward formal
programs to improve diversity and
inclusion. This is especially true for
startups that identify access to capital as a barrier to innovation.

82%
89%
76%
80%
82%
76%
71%
69%
65%
62%
67%
56%

Median
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Corporations

Startups
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The Takeaway:
Our Ecosystem understands that
diversity and inclusion are key to
moving past outdated systems and
building the financial services companies of the future. We have collectively diagnosed the problem: a need
for greater investment in recruiting
more diverse technical talent and
supporting diversity and inclusion
initiatives. However, at this point,
few have begun — or know how —
to take action toward solving it.

Progress with
diversity and inclusion:
as a competitive advantage
Have an inclusion program
in place
Have a diversity program
in place
Are investing monetarily
in diversity and inclusion

94100+ 89 5872+ 48 5370+ 38 4761+ 38

See diversity and inclusion

94%
100%
89%
58%
72%
48%
53%
70%
38%
47%
61%
38%

Median
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Corporations

Startups

Train executives on the growing
body of research that demographic
and cognitive diversity improve a
company’s performance—unless it
affects the bottom line, most executives won’t prioritize it.
— Ecosystem Survey respondent
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To Grow with the
Changing Landscape,
Tech Investment and
Partnerships Are Key

Optimizing for long-term results
remains a goal, not a reality, for both
startups and corporations.
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Digital stewardship is required to help
companies build businesses that will be
viable and successful for the next 50 years.
In the meantime, we are heartened to see
that our ecosystem is rethinking the “build
or buy” paradigm to emphasize partnership.
About half of respondents (54%) said
building proprietary technology in-house is
a top priority for the next year. At the same
time, just 12% rank M&A as a top priority.
This suggests companies may be open to
alternate routes to innovation and growth,
including strategic partnerships. This is
why it is critical that all of the financial
industry’s actors – incumbents, startups,
executives, engineers, regulators –
recognise this and make building these
ecosystems a priority. Fundamentally,
this is about changing cultures. And since
culture is an emergent property of groups
of people, this change will need to be led
by people.
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Top areas of
focus for leadership:
the near term (1 quarter - 3 years)
Optimizing for sustainability
and market leadership over the
mid term (3 - 9 years)
Maximizing profit for the near
term (1 quarter - 3 years)

4421+ 65 2744+ 15 1321+ 6 1410+ 13 3318+ 48 3448+ 25 1411+ 16 1320+ 7

Maximizing customer growth in

Optimizing for long-term sustainability
and market leadership, even at the

expense of short-term gains (10+ years)

Tech companies, as a broad category,
pose the biggest perceived threat for
disruption. Startups view their fintech
peers as the biggest potential disruptors,
while corporations are looking to the
tech giants.

Potential disruptors:
Fintech startups

Large tech companies

Blockchain technologies

Financial institutions with
more evolved digital offerings

44%
21%
65%
27%
44%
15%

13%
21%
6%
14%
10%
13%

33%
18%
48%
34%
48%
25%
14%
11%
16%
13%
20%
7%

Median
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Corporations

Startups
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Putting data to work — through analytics, process automation and artificial intelligence — is a top priority for corporations and startups alike. Cybersecurity and anti-fraud efforts are significantly lower investment priorities, particularly for startups,
despite the record number of high-visibility data breaches in 2017. A relatively low
number of respondents say they’re prioritizing investments in blockchain.

The Takeaway:

Technology investment
priorities in the next 12 months:

Process automation

Artificial intelligence /
machine learning
Infrastructure

Cybersecurity and anti-fraud

Operations and business tools

7182+ 62 5259+ 51 5964+ 52 4759+ 41 4054+ 32 3749+ 28 1925+ 11

Data analytics

(HR, productivity, collaboration, etc.)
Blockchain / cryptocurrency

71%
82%
62%
52%
59%
51%
59%
64%
52%
47%
59%
41%
40%
54%
32%
37%
49%
28%
19%
25%
11%

Median
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Innovation in the digital landscape
is not zero-sum. There is space for
all of us to learn from one another,
create new value and elevate the
industry. We are seeing a movement
away from the traditional paradigm
of “winners and losers” as startups
and corporations awaken to the idea
that they can work together to solve
hard problems and build more flexible ways of collaborating. It is the
role of digital stewards to encourage
cooperation between organizations
and across sectors, reframing today’s challenges in terms of abundance and partnership rather than
scarcity and disruption.

Corporations

Startups
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Where Do We
Go from Here?

1.
Implement diversity
and inclusion plans,
prioritizing both
demographic and
cognitive diversity
The lack of diversity in financial services
stems from Industrial Age hierarchies and
long-standing biases that hinder progress.
We cannot build innovative, adaptable
companies for a new paradigm by thinking
in the same ways and hiring people who
resemble ourselves. At Anthemis, we look
for both cognitive and demographic diversity as indicators that a company is well
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2.
Use your
influence to turn
ideas into action
positioned for success in this changing
landscape. Cognitive diversity, while
important, cannot replace the value of
demographic diversity. People of all
backgrounds must be able to envision
success at your organization, and this
can only happen when outside voices are
invited to the conversation.
Implementing diversity and inclusion
plans will be crucial for established
institutions competing for top talent
as well as for startups, which have the
opportunity to build inclusive cultures
with a strong sense of belonging from
the ground up. This survey shows us that
for most organizations, progress toward
29

diversity and inclusion is more of an
aspiration than a true commitment. We
encourage the insiders who make up our
ecosystem to take action. This requires
leadership, monetary investment, clearly
defined and communicated values, and
accountability for meeting shared goals.
It is also worth noting that championing
diversity for diversity’s sake is the not
the solution. Recognising the problem
and taking initial steps are a small part
of the journey toward creating authentic
cultures of belonging. Cultures are not
static, and the work of fostering diversity
and inclusion requires ongoing investment, reflection and iteration.

Building a more inclusive, open and
resilient financial services industry
will require stewardship from dedicated leaders. We know from the survey
demographics that this group is largely
made up of white males who are senior
within their organizations. These are
the leaders who will plant the seeds for
long-term change, and the leaders who
need to commit to doing the work today.

business practices, talent development
or investment in new technologies and
systems. If you don’t understand the
ways the world is changing — the digital
future of finance and consumer experiences, the value of diversity and inclusion — it’s time to learn. If you do, it’s
time to teach.

All of you in the Anthemis Ecosystem,
including those who don’t identify with
the previous categories, are influential. You have power and responsibility
to influence change, whether related
to diversity and inclusion, sustainable
30

3.

4.

Experiment with
different ways of
collaborating

Fight for
the long view

The digital age is opening up new possibilities for abundance, from business
models to jobs to improvements in quality of life for people around the world.
It’s also creating new opportunities for
partnership between organizations.
Successful, self-sustaining ecosystems don’t just arise — they need to be
built. Leaders in financial services are
realizing that meaningful change doesn’t
come from siloed work. Collaboration
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is key to meeting consumer demands,
navigating regulatory landscapes, and
evolving their businesses in an increasingly complex, fast-changing world. The
leaders of Information Age financial
services will embrace this challenge. We
must continue building and nurturing
the wider ecosystem, cross-pollinating digital expertise and creating value
above and beyond what would be possible on our own.

At Anthemis we are committed to sustainable innovation and investment with
an eye toward the next 50 years instead
of the next five. The current innovation
model isn’t meant to sustain businesses
for the long term — it’s designed to generate the highest possible short-term
returns, as our survey results indicated.
Collectively, we need to rethink timelines. Committing to the long-term
requires patience, leadership and vision.
The immediate opportunity is to start

taking risks, forging partnerships and
building systems that allow others to
build on for exponential impact.
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What’s Next
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The changes we are seeing in financial
services are part of a multi-decade evolution — and in the midst of this change
is great possibility. There has never been
a more pivotal moment to work in financial services. We are eager to take action
— in particular, to build more diverse
organisations and inclusive cultures. We
can’t do it alone. This effort will require
the partnership of vocal advocates, dedicated allies and diversity and inclusion
pioneers.

Please reach out to us if you are interested in sharing your perspective, collaborating with us, or connecting us with
individuals or organisations with whom
we might partner to deliver this mission.
We’d love to hear from you, please reach
out to our team at dib@anthemis.com.

First, we feel it’s important to deepen
our understanding of the problem: what
are the most urgent pain points related
to diversity and inclusion? We look to you
as members of our ecosystem to share
your perspective. What training, content,
connections or other resources do you
see as most critical to creating change?
How can we, as Anthemis and as a collective, best support your efforts to build
the companies of the future?
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OFFICES

Anthemis cultivates change in financial
services by building, growing, and sustaining businesses committed to improving the
world. Our deep understanding of markets
and models, passion for emerging technology and spirit of collaboration inspire
everything we do. By creating fertile
ground for entrepreneurs, institutions,
researchers, academics, and visionaries to
come together, we believe we can solve the
financial services world’s most pressing
challenges faster, better and for the benefit of all.
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